Associations between movement synchrony and outcome in patients with social anxiety disorder: Evidence for treatment specific effects.
Background: Studies with heterogeneous samples in naturalistic treatment settings suggest that movement synchrony (MS) between therapists and patients correlates with therapeutic success. In this study, we examined a homogeneous sample of patients with social anxiety disorder and investigated whether MS in sessions 3 and 8 would be associated with therapy outcome and therapeutic alliance, and whether these associations depend on the therapeutic approach. Methods: The patients (N = 267) were treated with either manual-guided cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), manual-guided psychodynamic therapy (PDT), or naturalistic CBT. The Helping Alliance Questionnaire (HAQ), the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems (IIP) and the Beck-Depression-Inventory (BDI) were used as measures. Body motions were coded with motion energy analysis. MS was quantified using time series analysis methods. Results: MS was observed more frequently in both CBT conditions than in PDT. In both CBT groups, more synchrony was predictive of lower IIP scores at the end of therapy. If the patient lead synchrony more often than the therapist, higher IIP and BDI scores were observed at the end of treatment. PDT showed the largest effect size for the synchrony-alliance-association. Conclusion: Movement synchrony and therapeutic success are associated. The effect of therapeutic approach and leading/following are relevant for this association. Clinical and Methodological Significance of this article: Nonverbal communication is an important ingredient of psychotherapy. Multiple studies of disorder heterogeneous samples examined the synchronization of patients' and therapists' nonverbal behavior as a predictor of therapeutic success. In contrast to other studies, we examined a homogeneous sample of patients with social anxiety disorder. The micro-process analysis using Motion Energy Analysis included a comparatively large sample (N = 267 patients resp. 646 videos). We applied multivariate regression which is more conservative and robust against bias caused by confounders than correlations, and considerated the nested data structure by applying multi-level models. Moreover, we examined the therapeutic approach as a possible moderator of synchrony-outcome-association which is unique in this research field. The presented study strengthens the evidence that movement synchrony in an early therapy session is associated with the improvement of interpersonal problems and that the therapeutic approach moderates this association. Moreover, we found that when the therapist imitates patient's movement behavior more often than vice versa, he or she could be more involved in patients' maladaptive interpersonal pattern which on the other side hampers the therapeutic process as the therapist is unable to implement confrontational interventions. We conclude that in therapeutic practice and professional training of therapists, nonverbal communication especially movement synchrony should be focused.